Animals forage within their environment to extract valuable resources at lowest cost. Previous studies have suggested that animals simply maximize the current flow of reward without predicting the future outcomes of their actions and that this recent reward rate is represented in various brain areas. To test this, we devised a foraging task in which the relevant reward dynamics were hidden from the animal, and wirelessly record population activity in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC) while monkeys forage freely in their environment. We discover that their brains indeed contain predictions of future rewards and plans of their next actions. By decoding the dynamic reward probability and the memory of recent outcomes from the dlPFC population response, we show that monkeys create an internal representation of reward dynamics. The decoded variables predicted animal's subsequent actions better than either the true experimental variables or the raw neural responses. Our results suggest that the relevant task variables and behavioral decisions are dynamically encoded in prefrontal cortex during the time course of foraging.
Survival in environments with sparse resources requires animals to predict future outcomes before executing a costly action such as migration or relocation (Smith, 1982) . Foraging for food reward represents an ideal paradigm for understanding the neural basis of planning and decision-making strategies in uncertain environments. Existing theories of foraging strategy, based on decades of behavioral experiments in various species, revolve around the idea of melioration or the matching law (Herrnstein, Rachlin, & Laibson, 1997) , which states that an animal dedicates time or effort to an option proportional to its value.
The majority of foraging studies use variable interval (VI) reward schedules in which rewards become available after random intervals in a history-independent manner (Aldiss & Davison, 1985; Gibbon, Church, Fairhurst, & Kacelnik, 1988; Herrnstein et al., 1997; Iigaya et al., 2019; Schneider & Davison, 2005; Sugrue, Corrado, & Newsome, 2004) . These studies estimate value using the local or global history of reward availability, which suggests that the valuable option is chosen intentionally. However, as we show here, even a strategy that is blind to the reward rate and the future chance of reward can generate approximate matching, similar to what was observed in various species.
Previous studies have shown that the cognitive abilities of animals may be underestimated when animals are restrained (Freedman, 2008; Tollin et al., 2019) . Furthermore, the effect of physical restraining might be even more dramatic on food-seeking behavior because animals use special locations or head movements for foraging (Bracis, Gurarie, Moorter, & Goodwin, 2015; Knight, 2011) . Unfortunately, foraging studies performed in naturalistic environments did not attempt to record electrical activity in the brain. On the other hand, neurophysiological studies of foraging relying on head-fixed electrophysiological experiments in a laboratory environment used synthetic stimuli presented in a trial structure within a limited time frame, hence limiting the experimental conditions that could reveal the strategy that animals employ to optimize reward. We overcame the major limitations of these previous foraging studies by performing wireless recordings of population activity (Fernandez-Leon et al., 2015; Yin et al., 2013) in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC) while monkeys freely explored their environment to forage for food reward. Our approach allowed animals to freely interact with the task and explore the full range of reward expectancies.
We discovered that unrestrained animals do not follow a blind strategy, but estimate the chance of future reward and use this estimation to make choices for future actions.
RESULTS
Monkeys (n=2) were offered two concurrent reward sources on a variable interval schedule whereby, at each source, food pellets became available ~10-30 seconds following previous reward. After minimally training the monkeys to press a knob and collect food pellets from concurrent reward boxes, animals interacted freely with the task equipment without having to learn a complex trial structure or being forced to respond within a short time frame. The two reward boxes were placed 120 cm apart ( Fig. 1A , left) to create a cost for switching between the two sources of reward. A multi-electrode Utah array was chronically implanted in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC) and spiking data was collected using a light-weight, energy-efficient wireless device ( Fig 1A, right) . The rewards on both sides (box 1 and box 2) became available at exponentially distributed random times (i.e., constant hazard rates) with possibly different means ( Fig. 1B , top two rows). Once a reward became available, it stayed available until the animal pressed the knob, at which time the reward was delivered ( Fig. 1B , top three rows). This renders the probability of reward availability an increasing function of time elapsed since last response on the same box and the scheduled reward rate (see methods for the calculation of this probability; Fig S1) . The inter-response time was determined by the monkey, leading to a probability of reward availability on the current box at the time of the response, prew, that was distributed over the range 0-1 ( Fig. 1B , rows 4 and 5). By tracking the temporal evolution of the reward availability, the animal can better allocate its choices to optimize reward while minimizing travel costs compared to a strategy of matching local reward rates which are inversely proportional to the loss count, i.e. the number of consecutively unrewarded responses ( Fig 1B, row 6 ).
We recorded the spiking activity of dlPFC neurons continuously throughout the session (n=1405, Fig 1C top row), and analyzed the response-locked events, i.e., firing rates within two seconds before or after each knob response ( Figure 2D ). This allowed us to relate spike rates to events by averaging across choice and reward conditions ( Fig 2C, bottom row) .
We analyzed 33 sessions from two monkeys to understand the neural underpinnings of decision-making during foraging. We first confirmed that prew was predictive of whether the next knob press was rewarded (Fig 2A, right) , while loss count L (Fig 2A, middle) and the fraction of rewards on one box, i.e., its relative value (Fig 2A, left; see Methods), were not. This implies that an agent simply tallying the recent string of failed attempts to get reward cannot predict the reward, even if the proportion of responses over box 1 and box 2 for this agent follows the matching law. To confirm this, we simulated an agent that chooses to switch to the other box after a threshold loss count sampled from a Gaussian distribution. The parameters of this distribution were estimated from the distribution of loss counts at when the animal switched, accumulated across 33 sessions of two monkeys ( Fig 2B) . This strategy corresponds to a simple win:stay / lose:switch rule. Although this agent is blind to both the average reward rate and the probability of the next reward, it nearly follows the matching law ( Fig 2C) . The slight under-matching that we observed resembles the behavior of various species in previous studies, while raising the possibility that some species followed a simple win:stay / lose:switch strategy that is blind to the actual rule of the game which predicts the chance of the reward.
We then simulated a second agent making choices based on the probability of reward availability on both boxes. The agent switches to the other side when the probability of reward availability on the other box exceeds that of the current box by a fixed switching cost, and otherwise waits for the probability of reward availability to increase everywhere ( Fig 2B) . Unlike the first agent, this agent has complete information about the task. Nonetheless, we again observed nearly matching behavior, now with slight over-matching ( Fig. 2C and Fig. S3 ). The conclusion from the simulation of the two strategies is that approximate matching may be observed following a blind strategy as well as a fully informed strategy. Therefore, the matching law does not reveal the underlying strategy or the animals' ability to grasp the hidden rule of the task.
To understand if animal's strategy employs the hidden rules of the task, we predicted, for each attempt to gather reward, whether the animal stayed on the same box or switched sides. We based the prediction on two task variables: prew, the loss count. In 98% of rewarded responses, the monkey chose to stay at the same box, so we do not analyze these choices further. But for unrewarded responses, the chance of switching increased with both prew and loss count (Fig. 2D ). Trained nonlinear binary classifiers (using radial basis functions) predicted decisions better than chance from prew but not from loss count. Predictions were best when using both variables ( Fig. 2E ; The median of the prediction performance was 0.7% above the chance level when loss count was used with p=0.26 for Wilcoxon signed rank with multiple comparison correction, 3.6% when prew was used with p=0.016 and 7% when both were used p=0.0005). Taken together, these findings are consistent with monkeys combining both task variables to decide what to do next ( Fig. 2F ). In principle, prew allows them to predict upcoming reward, while loss count allows animals to track the local reward schedule, in agreement with previous studies (Aldiss & Davison, 1985; Gibbon et al., 1988; Herrnstein et al., 1997; Iigaya et al., 2019; Schneider & Davison, 2005; Sugrue et al., 2004) . This suggests that animals were able to infer and make decisions using a hidden task variable (prew).
Since prew and loss count predicted behavior well, we hypothesized that these variables were represented across the population of dlPFC cells. We first examined the population activity for the representation of prew before the reward is delivered. Neurons in the prefrontal cortex have been shown to modulate motor actions and their value [ (Chandrasekaran, Peixoto, Newsome, & Shenoy, 2017; Kennerley & Wallis, 2009 ).
However, there were only weak correlations between neuronal responses and task-irrelevant variables, such as spatial position within the environment and locomotion (Pearson correlation for location X: r=0.17 (p<<10 -3 ), location Y: r=0.12 (p=0.03), and locomotion: r=0.08 (p<<10 -3 ), Fig. 3A-B ; also see Milton, Shahidi and Dragoi, in review) . To focus on reward-related variables, we removed the projections of location and locomotion from the neural activity ( Figure 3C ). Control experiments showed that eye movements have only a minor influence on brain activity while the animal interacted with the box, whereas they had larger movements and greater influence on neural activity during locomotion. Eye movements were correlated with locomotion during that time, with correlation r=0.16 (p<10 -3 ) for the eye velocity and r=0.13, p<10 -3 ) for the fixation rate (Milton, Shahidi and Dragoi, in review) . Therefore, although we did not record eye movements during this task, since we removed the locomotion cues, this should attenuate the impact of the eye movements on the neural responses as well.
To examine the neural representation of task-relevant variables, we measured the spike count in the 1 second interval before the behavioral response (the "pre-response" interval from -1.1 to -0.1 seconds) for 1405 neurons. This time interval was selected because the modulation of neural activity was expected to start around 500 ms before the movement (Chandrasekaran et al., 2017) , while the hand movement started approximately 500 ms before the response was recorded, so we simply combined the two time intervals.
We observed that the response-averaged activity of some neurons differs for responses with the top 20% of prew from the bottom 20% ( Fig. 3D ) indicating that these neurons represent prew, and hence predict the reward. The average firing rates of these neurons within the pre-response interval was correlated with the log prew (Fig. 3E ). This effect was observed for 36% of neurons in the entire dataset ( Fig. 3F ).
We further asked whether the population of simultaneously recorded neurons is able to estimate prew before each behavioral response. To test this, we trained a linear regression model to estimate prew from the preresponse neural activity ( Fig. 3E ). Chance predictions were determined by cross-validation on another regression model trained on shuffled responses. Reward was predictable in 31 out of 33 sessions when at least 5 neurons were used ( Fig. 3F ; p≪10 -3 , Wilcoxon signed-rank test).
Consistent with previous reports (Elliott, Friston, & Dolan, 2000; Sugrue et al., 2004) neurons in dlPFC encoded the history of reward, quantified as loss count (Fig. S4 ). We further examined whether the neurons encoding either prew or loss count can predict the reward, before the response and thus before the actual reward is revealed. Since the reward itself is stochastic, its value at each press is unpredictable, but its average is predictable from prew. We thus used binary classifiers for which the inputs were the pre-response activity of either the prew-encoding neurons (those correlated with prew with p<0.05 and not correlated with loss count; p>0.05) or the loss count-encoding neurons (using analogous selection criteria). We found that the prew-encoding neurons predict reward better than chance (signed rank p≪10 -3 ) although the loss countencoding neurons predict reward worse than chance (signed rank p=0.28). Thus, despite the stochastic nature of reward, dlPFC neurons can predict it prior to its delivery. Since dlPFC neurons encode both prew and loss count, and these two variables predict actions, we hypothesize that the neural representation of these two variables inform the animal's mental model of the task and drive its actions.
We next aimed to find neural representations of these task variables. Since the task variables and the neural activities were both internally correlated, we used canonical component analysis (CCA) to identify an uncorrelated pair of neural components maximally correlated with the task variables, prew and loss count.
( Fig. 4A ). Both canonical components contained a contribution from each task variable ( Fig. 4B , inset; Fig   S5) . The task variables were more correlated with the canonical components than with any individual neuron ( Fig. 4B and C) , indicating that the information was distributed across the population.
We further examined whether the information encoded by neuronal populations can be used to predict animal's decision, i.e., respond or switch. For example, the monkey could have a belief about reward availability that differs from the true probability prew in the experiment. Being wrong will produce behavioral variability (Beck, Ma, Pitkow, Latham, & Pouget, 2012 ) that could not be explained by prew. If the wrong beliefs are nonetheless correlated with the true probability, then the variability in beliefs could still be partially captured by the canonical components derived from the true probability, and hence these components could predict future choices even better than using our task variables directly. On the other hand, if the canonical components provide a sufficiently poor estimate of the animal's beliefs, whether because we don't have enough data from the right neurons or because the true probability is very different from the CCA fit, then the true reward probability could predict actions better than the estimates derived from the canonical components. When we select the two canonical components from the neural responses, and then use those signals to predict choice, we obtained better predictions than those made from the task variables themselves. In principle, the information encoded in the neural representation could predict future choices better or worse than our task variables, depending on whether decisions are driven by the variability within the neural representation. (Fig. 4D, E ). We emphasize that the canonical components were not selected on the basis of actions, but rather were based on task dynamics (true reward probability and the number of consecutive losses); and yet these components were still predictive about actions. This indicates that the variability in these decoded dimensions is directly related to the animal's understanding of the task and could drive its choices.
The variability manifested in the CCA estimates of the task variables is a subset of all neural variability.
Some of the remaining variability could reflect other interpretable variables about the task that we have not considered, and some could reflect other sensory inputs, movements, thoughts, mental states or processes, or irrelevant variability ('noise'). Any of these sources of variability may predict an animal's choice. Since the neural activity contains the canonical components, we expect to be able to predict decisions at least as well from the full population as from those two components. However, many more parameters need to be estimated when linearly predicting choice from the full population, and this could lead to overfitting, and thus worse performance on held-out data ( Fig S6) . Indeed, we found that cross-validated predictions from the neural representation of the two task variables were better than predictions from the full population ( Fig.   4D, E) . These findings show that the task-targeted dimensionality reduction of neural responses provided a useful description of information the monkeys used to perform the foraging task.
DISCUSSION
We discovered that monkeys perform foraging decisions based on reward probabilities inferred indirectly from ambiguous evidence. Our neural population analysis reveals that these probabilities are encoded in the brain, and this encoded information predicts the animal's future actions. Remarkably, the encoded probabilities predict animal's choices even better than either the true reward probabilities or the entire population activity. This is an important demonstration of how targeted dimensionality reduction can reveal neural computations better than behavior or unprocessed neural activity.
By employing a freely moving approach, our study is a pioneering move toward studying neural correlates of cognition in a free-roaming setting. Previous studies have underestimated the cognitive capacity of monkeys during foraging, primarily because of their restrictive experimental paradigms. The free-roaming setting also enabled up to implement the switching cost between two reward options as simply allowing the monkey to walk between them. This is commonly implemented as a timeout period immediately after switching decisions, which potentially alters neural responses in dlPFC. It is also possible that the higher arousal state of the monkey in the free-roaming setting [Milton, Shahidi, and Dragoi, in review] has enhanced their cognitive ability to perform the task.
Taken together, our findings challenge long-standing theories of reward-seeking behavior, suggesting that animals maximize the recent rate of reward, without constructing a reward model to predict the future. We propose a novel paradigm eliminating a fixed trial structure, in which observing the animal's behavior is preferred to restraining it. This minimizes the interference with the decision-making process in the animal's brain (Calapai et al., 2017; Fagot, Gullstrand, Kemp, Defilles, & Mekaouche, 2014) and alleviates the need for training the animal for complex associations which could alter the population dynamics in associative areas of the brain such as the lateral PFC (Bunge, Burrows, & Wagner, 2004) . This paradigm shift has been suggested decades ago (Hernandez-peon, Scherrer, & Jouvet, 1956) , but is only feasible now due to advances in low-power, high-throughput electrophysiological devices as well as large scale computing. We believe this shift toward more natural behavior is inevitable for the future of neuroscience. 46) and wireless transmitter roughly scaled to the size of the schematic of the brain. (B) Illustration of task dynamics with 8 hypothetical responses in the concurrent variable interval foraging task. In this illustration, the monkey responds six times on box 1, then switches to box 2 and responds twice. Therefore, response 6 is considered a response with a switch choice. The first two rows show the independent Bernoulli processes determining when rewards became available at boxes 1 and 2. The mean values of the Bernoulli distributions are determined independently at the beginning of the experiment and switch between box 1 and 2 after 34 and 134 rewards were delivered. After 100 rewards, there was a one-hour break and the schedule may or may not switch after the break. Mean time intervals of the switching process for reward availability were selected uniformly from 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 s. Reward availability was hidden from the monkey. If the reward was available at the time of the response, it was delivered, and then became unavailable. In the example shown, response numbers 2, 5, 7, and 8 were rewarded (third row). prew (4 th and 5 th row) is shown at the time of each response (green circles; see Methods; Fig S1) . The loss count (6 th row) is defined as the number of consecutive unrewarded responses at the current box before the current response. (C) The spike-train of an example neuron on the timescale of four knob responses (top row). Spike trains were cut into response-locked intervals of identical length. The bottom row shows the firing rate of the same neuron, averaged across responses with reward/no reward and stay/switch. We chose a low-firing neuron for the clearest visualization of the spike raster. However, the average firing rates of the population of neurons were higher (See panel D). (D) Response-averaged firing rates of 80 single and multi-units recorded simultaneously. (Sugrue et al., 2004) , the loss count, and prew. (B) Illustration of foraging strategies for two simulated agents. The 'Loss counting' agent switches to the other box when loss count exceeds a threshold drawn from a Gaussian distribution. The 'probability estimator' agent switches to the other box when the probability of reward availability on the other box exceeds prew by a fixed switching cost (Charnov, 1976) . The inter-response times were drawn from a random geometric distribution for both agents. The parameters of these strategies, namely the loss count distribution, the inter-response time distribution, and the switching time, were estimated from the behavior of the monkeys. Each agent was simulated for 100 rewards. The variable interval (VI) reward schedules spanned the range between VI-5 and VI-50 in steps of 1 s, and were drawn independently for each box. (C) Near-matching behavior of two monkeys and two simulated agents. For each set of schedules, response 1 fraction represents the number of responses in box 1 divided by the total number of responses as a function of rew 1 fraction (26 sets of schedules for monkey G and 59 sets of schedules for monkey T are shown). The same ratios were calculated for each set of schedules for simulated agents in (B) . (E) The percentage of switches as a function of prew and loss count. Responses with 0, 1, and 2 losses were accumulated across all sessions, sorted according to prew and smoothed with a window of 1000 responses. Responses with loss count > 2 were ignored for this analysis since they had < 1000 responses. (E) The prediction of choice (stay/switch) using a support vector machine with RBF kernels, trained and cross-validated for each session (n=33). The predictors were the logarithm of loss count, the logarithm of prew, or both. We used the unrewarded responses only because the fraction of responses in which monkeys switch after a reward was very low. The number of stay and switch training observations were equalized by bootstrapping. This analysis was repeated with shuffled observations, and then decoder performance with shuffled observations was subtracted from that of the original data. (F) A model of decision making in the foraging task that uses an internal model of reward availability and the actual reward to decide whether to make a choice. The internal model of the reward availability relies on an estimation of prew and loss count. A). (B) Correlation coefficient between the task-irrelevant variables (location and locomotion of the monkey) and the pre-response firing rate of each neuron, before and after decorrelation by Gram Schmidt orthogonalization. This decorrelation was applied to the 3-dimensional space of location and locomotion (speed). For illustration, an arbitrary subset of neurons is shown. (C) Correlation coefficients as in (B) but for all recorded neurons. (D) A sample neuron for which the pre-response firing rate modulates prew. The firing rate was calculated for each 200 ms time bin starting 2 s before and ending 1 s after the responses. Firing rates were averaged over responses with low (< 20th percentile) prew (gray) and high (> 80th percentile) prew (green). (E): For the same neuron, the firing rate of the 1 s interval pre-response (-1.1 to -0.1 s) against prew on a logarithmic scale. The linear correlation coefficient between log prew and firing rate was 0.37 (p<<10 -3 ). (F) The pre-response activity of 36% of neurons was significantly correlated with prew (p<0.01; positive correlation: 29% of neurons; negative correlation: 7% of neurons). (G) Prediction of prew in all responses of a sample session, using the pre-response activity of simultaneously recorded neurons in this session. The predictor was a cross-validated regression model with RBF kernel and support vectors. The correlation between the predicted prew on the y-axis and actual prew on the x-axis was used to quantify the goodness of fit. For this session, correlation was 0.55 and for a model trained and tested on shuffled responses, the correlation was -0.017. (H) Prediction performance for 31 out of 33 sessions as a function of the number of neurons used as predictors. The predictor neurons were chosen randomly from the population. The random selection was done 50 times for each data point (starting with 1 neuron at a time, then increasing up to the number of neurons in the session with steps of 5 neurons). (I) Reward prediction using the pre-response activity in each session using either the neurons whose responses were correlated with prew (p<0.05), but not with loss count (p>0.05), or vice versa. The predictors were crossvalidated support vector machines with radial basis function kernels. The performances of shuffle-trained predictors were subtracted from the performance of the original predictors. Fig. 2E ), the firing rates of the entire simultaneously recorded population within each 200 ms time bin (starting 3 s before and ending 2 s after each behavioral response), or the projections of that population activity onto the canonical components. Bottom: Two traces of p-values for one-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test, representing the difference between prediction performance using the neural activity (either the entire population or the canonical components) and prediction performance using the reward model variables. The significance threshold with multiple comparison correction was 0.007, shown as a horizontal gray line. (E) Prediction performance for 33 sessions using the last time bin in panel D.
METHODS
All experiments were performed under protocols approved by The University of Texas at Houston Animal Care and Use Committee (AWC) and the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) for the University of Texas Health Science Center at Houston (UTHealth). Two adult male rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta; monkey G: 15 kg, 9 years old; monkey T: 12 kg, 9 years old) were used in the experiments.
Behavioral training and testing
After habituating each monkey with the custom-made experimental cage (4'x2'x3' LxWxH) for at least 4 days per week for over 4 weeks, we trained them to press the knob on each box to receive rewards. Over the course of 4-6 months, we gradually increased the mean time in the VI schedule to let the monkeys grasp the concept of probabilistic reward delivery. Once we started using VI10 (corresponding to an average reward rate of 0.1 rew/s) or higher (less than 0.1 rew/s), monkeys started to spontaneously switch back and forth between the two boxes. If the monkeys disengaged from the task or showed signs of stress, we decreased the VI schedule (corresponding to increasing the reward rate) and kept it constant for one or two days. If the monkey showed a strong bias toward one reward source, we used unbalanced schedules to encourage the monkeys to explore the less preferred box.
After training, we tested monkeys using a range of balanced and unbalanced reward schedules. For balanced schedules we used VI20 or VI30 on both boxes. For unbalanced schedules, we used VI20 versus VI40, VI15 versus VI25, or VI10 versus VI30. The unbalanced schedules may reverse once, twice or three times during a session, e.g. the box with VI20 becomes VI40 and the box with VI40 becomes VI20 after the reversal. Each session lasts until the monkey receives 100 or 200 rewards 1-7 hours including a 1-hour break after 100 rewards in sessions with 200 rewards. If the monkeys were not engaged with the task for more than 2 minutes, we sometimes interrupted them to encourage them to engage with the task. For the analysis, we exclude all responses which occurred more than 60 s or less than 1 s after the previous response. The lower bound on the inter-response interval was imposed to avoid mixing in the event-locked neural activity.
Analysis of the location and the locomotion
To determine the location and locomotion of the monkey, an overhead wide-angle camera was permanently installed in the experimental cage and the video was recorded at an average rate of 6 frames per second.
Each frame (Fig. S7, step-1 ) was post-processed using custom-made Matlab code with six steps. First, the background image was extracted by averaging all frames in the same experimental session, then it was subtracted from each frame (Fig. S7, step-2) . The background-subtracted image was then passed through a manually determined threshold to find the dark areas (Fig. S7, step-3) . The same image frame was also processed using standard edge detection algorithms (Fig. S7, step-4) . The thresholded and edge detected images were then multiplied together, and the result was convolved with a spatial filter, which was a circle with the estimated angular diameter of the monkey (Fig. S7, step-5 ). The peak of this filtered image was marked as the location of the monkey (Fig. S7, step-6 ). Locomotion (velocity) was calculated as the vector difference between monkey locations in consecutive frames divided by their time difference.
Determining the reward availability and calculating prew
In each time bin of size dt = 10 ms, reward became availability at a given box if a sample from a Bernoulli distribution was 1. The probability of this event was dt/VI where VI is the Variable Interval schedule (in seconds). When the reward became available, it stayed available until collected by the animal. This makes the probability of reward availability a function of the scheduled variable interval as well as the time since the last response:
where t is the time since the last response in seconds ( Fig S1) .
Chronic implantation of the Utah array
A titanium head post (Christ Instruments) was implanted, followed by a recovery period (> 6 weeks). After acclimatization with the experimental setup, each animal was surgically implanted with a 96-channel Utah array (Blackrock Microsystems) in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC) (area 46; anterior of the Arcuate sulcus and dorsal of the Principal sulcus ( Figure S8 ). The stereotaxic location of dlPFC was determined using MRI images and brain atlases prior to the surgical procedure. The array was implanted using the pneumatic inserter (BlackRock microsystems). The pedestal was implanted on the caudal skull using either bone cement or bone screws and dental acrylic. Two reference wires were passed through the craniotomy under and above the dura mater. After the implant, the electrical contacts on the pedestal were protected using a plastic cap all the time except the experiment time. Following array implantation, animals had at least a 2-week recovery period before recording from the array.
Recording and Pre-processing the neural activity
To record the activity of neurons while minimizing the interference with the behavioral task, we used a lightweight, battery-powered device (Cereplex-W, BlackRock Microsystems) that communicates wirelessly with a central amplifier and digital processor (Cerebus Neural signal processor, BlackRock Microsystems).
First, the monkey was head-fixed, the protective cap of the array's pedestal was removed, the contacts were cleaned using alcohol and the wireless transmitter was screwed to the pedestal. The neural activity was recorded in the head fixed position for 10 minutes to ensure the quality of the signal before releasing the monkey in the experimental cage which was surrounded by eight antennas. In the recorded signal, spikes were detected online (Cerebus neural signal processor, Blackrock Microsystems) using single (manually selected) or double (±6.25 times the standard deviation of the raw signal) thresholding of the raw electrical activity in each channel. To minimize the recording noise, we optimized the electrical grounding by keeping the connection of the pedestal to the bone clean and tight. The on-site digitalization in the wireless device also showed lower noise than common wired head-stages. The remaining noise from the movements and muscle activities of the monkeys was removed offline using the automatic algorithms in offline sorting (Plexon inc.). Briefly, this was done by removing the outliers (outlier threshold = 4-5 standard deviations) in a 3-dimensional space that was formed by the first three principal components of the spike waveforms. Then, the principal components were used to sort single units using the expectationmaximization algorithm. Each single and multi-units were evaluated using several criteria: showing consistent spike waveforms, modulation of activity during the 1-sec interval before or after the button pushes, and exponentially decaying ISI histogram with no ISI shorter than the refractory period (1 ms). The analyses used all spiking units with consistent waveform shapes (single units) as well as spiking units with mixed waveform shapes but clear pre-or post-response modulation of firing rates (multi-units).
Figure S3
| Dynamic matching for a sample session of Monkey T with 3 sets of reward schedules: VI15-VI25, VI25-VI15, and VI15-VI25 again. We compared two simulated agents, one with loss counting strategy (blue) and the other with probability estimation strategy (green). The reward and response rates were calculated locally using a causal Gaussian filter (Sugrue et al., 2004) . Figure S4 | A similar analysis to figure 3D, G, and H, for loss count instead of prew. (A) Two sample neurons for which the pre-response firing rate modulates the loss count. The firing rate was calculated for each 200 ms time bin starting 3 s before and ending 1 s after the responses. Firing rates were averaged over responses with low (< 20th percentile) loss count (gray) as well as high (> 80th percentile) loss count (blue). Inset: For the same neuron, the firing rate of the 1 s interval before each response (-1.1 to -0.1 s) against loss count. (C) Prediction of the loss count in all responses of a sample session, using the preresponse activity of simultaneously recorded neurons in this session. The predictor was a cross-validated regression model with RBF kernel and support vectors. The correlation between the predicted loss count on the y-axis and actual loss count on the x-axis was used to quantify the goodness of fit. (D) Prediction performance for 31 out of 33 sessions as a function of the number of neurons that were used as predictors. The predictor neurons were chosen randomly from the population. The random selection was done 50 times for each data point (starting with 1 neuron at a time, then increasing up to the number of neurons in the session in steps of 5 neurons).
Figure S5 | (A)
The placement of canonical components in the 2D space of prew and loss count for 33 sessions. The length of the line segments is proportional to the correlation coefficient between pairs of components in this space and neural space. (B) For a sample session, the contribution of each neuron in the first and second canonical components. The diameter of the circles is proportional to the contribution.
The location of each circle shows the anatomical location of the recorded neuron on the map of the multielectrode array.
Figure S6 | (A)
Prediction performance of the choice using the entire population (gray) or the projection of the population on the canonical components (blue) as a function of the number of recorded neurons in each of the 33 sessions. (B) The performance of the choice decoders on the training data vs. the test data. For the decoder that was using the entire population of recorded neurons, the performance on the training data was higher than the test data, suggesting an over-fitting of the decoder parameters. Note that the performances of decoders in this panel are not shuffle-corrected. 
